INTRODUCTION
============

In multicomponent crystalline materials, solute segregation at defects, faults, and interfaces has long been considered to have profound effects on material properties. For example, liquid metal embrittlement from Ga or Hg can significantly decrease the elongation to failure due to solute segregation at grain boundaries and cracks in Al alloys ([@R1]). Hence, liquid metal embrittlement can pose a significant hazard in the aerospace industry, where Al alloys are used extensively. Other material properties thought to be influenced by segregation include grain boundary strength, yield strength, free surface compositions, oxidation, and precipitate growth kinetics ([@R2]--[@R4]). A particular subset of crystalline defects includes stacking faults, which are extended two-dimensional crystalline defects. Stacking faults exist in numerous crystalline solids including nanocrystalline metallic alloys, semiconductors, and intermetallic alloys ([@R5]--[@R8]).

Solute present in many of these material systems can segregate to or deplete from the stacking faults. This phenomenon was first proposed in 1952 as a way to explain the increases in material strength due to the presence of solute concentrated near the stacking faults across a wide spectrum of metallic alloys ([@R9]--[@R14]). Although this phenomenon has been known for nearly seven decades, material design has not yet taken advantage of the effects of solute segregation at stacking faults and other crystalline defects, despite the availability of a full thermodynamic framework for analyzing the driving forces. Because these faults may only be a few atomic layers in thickness, little is known about the changes in the local composition because they thicken to tens of nanometers, transitioning to "bulk" crystalline phases in a thermodynamic sense. Here, we have used two independent experimental techniques to quantitatively examine these nanoscale effects.

A comprehensive understanding of the driving forces behind solute segregation at crystalline defects has eluded researchers due to (i) difficulties in measuring accurate compositions at nanoscale defects, (ii) a lack of accurate thermodynamic properties, and (iii) difficulties in identifying model material systems that inherently aid characterization and simulation of solute segregation. In this contribution, quantitative analysis of segregation at stacking faults was enabled by emerging experimental and first-principles approaches and by examination of a unique material system comprising a solid-solution phase and two intermetallic phases. This particular three-phase material system enables (i) characterization via scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and atom probe tomography (APT) of nanoscale phases (stacking faults) that span large distances, (ii) comparison of the nanoscale stacking fault composition with the corresponding equilibrium bulk phase composition, and (iii) first-principles analysis of the thermodynamic driving forces at finite temperatures, where segregation occurs.

The material system investigated in this contribution incorporates a newly discovered Co~3~(Al,W) phase in the Co-Al-W system, whereby γ′-(L1~2~) precipitates are coherently embedded in a γ-(A1) matrix ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R15]). The γ crystal structure is face-centered cubic, and the γ′ crystal structure is primitive cubic with four atoms per lattice site in an ordered structure (Cu~3~Au prototype structure). When Ta is added to the Co-Al-W system, a third phase \[Co~3~W-(D0~19~)\] readily forms during high-temperature annealing, with a composition of approximately Co~3~W. This phase exhibits an ordered hexagonal close-packed structure. When the Ta-containing single-crystal Co-based alloy is subjected to high-temperature plastic deformation, extended superlattice intrinsic stacking faults (SISFs) form in the γ′ precipitates by motion of crystalline defects (dislocations). These SISFs share the same crystal structure as do the equilibrium Co~3~W-(D0~19~) laths and therefore allow for direct comparisons to be made between the compositions of the nanoscale SISFs and bulk Co~3~W phases. Because the material system investigated here is a single crystal that contains no grain boundaries, the nanoscale SISF and the coherently embedded bulk Co~3~W phases are present in the same thermodynamic reservoir, having identical chemical potentials and local stress states. Furthermore, the γ′, SISF, and Co~3~W phases contain about 75 atomic % (at %) Co, which simplifies first-principles modeling because it allows us to approximate the coexisting phases as pseudobinary compounds.

![Overview of microstructures and shearing process.\
(**A**) SEM image of the precipitate (γ′) and matrix (γ) microstructure from the investigated alloy. Co~3~W laths are observed near the right of the image. (**B**) STEM image of the deformed Co-2Ta microstructure. A Co~3~W lath was observed to cross a γ′ precipitate. Numerous SISFs were observed to cross through the γ′ precipitates. (**C**) Schematic of the shearing sequence that is required to form SISFs in the γ′-(L1~2~) blocks. The γ′-(L1~2~) blocks must first shear, and segregation at the newly created SISF may occur, which enables the local SISF-(D0~19~) composition to become more like the bulk Co~3~W-(D0~19~) composition. Molecular drawings completed in VESTA ([@R48]).](1601796-F1){#F1}

RESULTS
=======

STEM analysis of the postcrept Co-2Ta alloy revealed SISFs on all four {111} planes. The SISFs formed as a result of glide of Shockley superpartial dislocations with **b** = *a*/3〈112〉 ([@R21]). The superpartial dislocation forms from the reaction of two γ dislocations of type **b** = *a*/2〈101〉 and *a*/2〈011〉 (Supplementary Materials). To analyze the solute segregation in the vicinity of these SISFs and their local structure, we extracted TEM specimens from the bulk material by use of a focused ion beam and scanning electron microscope (FIB-SEM) such that the specimen normal was approximately parallel to the \[110\] direction. An overview of the region of interest for the alloy is shown in [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, and a schematic of the shearing process responsible for SISF formation is shown in [Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}.

High-resolution STEM high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) imaging revealed a Co~3~W-(D0~19~) lath coherently embedded within a region of γ′ phase, as shown in [Figs. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. A SISF within the γ′ phase was located parallel to the lath, as shown in [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Fourier transforms of the atomic-resolution STEM images revealed superlattice reflections that were consistent with a D0~19~ structure for both the Co~3~W lath and the SISF.

![Composition analysis at the stacking fault.\
(**A**) High-resolution STEM HAADF image from the area denoted by the black box from [Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. A SISF is located adjacent to a Co~3~W lath. The vertically integrated EDS line scan across the STEM HAADF reveals differences in the local composition of the Co~3~W lath and the SISF. (**B**) The high-resolution STEM EDS data are in agreement with APT reconstructions, where a SISF intersects the APT tip on a {111} plane. Al atoms (50%) and W atoms (20%) are shown for clarity.](1601796-F2){#F2}

Vertically integrated energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line scans across the image in [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"} revealed a simultaneous enhancement in W and Ta content and a decrease in Co and Al content near the lath and fault, as shown in [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. This result is further corroborated by the vertically integrated line scans of the HAADF image, which also revealed an increase in image intensity for both the Co~3~W lath and SISF relative to the γ′ phase, as shown in fig. S1. This is expected due to the semiquantitative nature of the HAADF image, where the image intensity scales as the average *Z* to the 1.7 to 2 power ([@R22]).

APT was also carried out to provide complementary evidence of segregation at SISFs. Approximately \[111\]-oriented APT needles were machined using a FIB-SEM (Supplementary Materials).

Clear evidence of Al depletion at planar phases was readily observed in the reconstructed Al atom map (shown in [Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), but only slight variations in Co, W, and Ta were readily observed from the atom maps. One-dimensional line profiles across the normal of the planar phases revealed segregation of W and Ta and a depletion of Co and Al, as shown in [Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The profile used a fixed bin width of 0.15 nm, and the moving average of two consecutive bins was used to reduce data scatter for visual clarity. This moving average did not alter the total integrated excess W + Ta signal across the fault by more than 1%. The observed segregation behavior (composition and size) at the two bordering phases determined from APT is in agreement with the result from the high-resolution STEM EDS analysis of the SISF, in which the maximum W + Ta composition was found to be 18.9 and 21 at % for STEM EDS and APT analyses, respectively.

Quantitative TEM EDS composition analysis can be influenced by thermally scattered electrons whose anomalous contributions to the EDS signal depend on the atomic species present, specimen thickness, and crystal orientation ([@R23], [@R24]). Because of these effects, the signal is undoubtedly delocalized, as shown by the broad W + Ta peak around the SISF in [Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. However, additional analysis that includes beam delocalization revealed only a small (\<0.6 at %) increase of the solute concentration to 19.5 at % within the SISF relative to the initial analysis, as shown in fig. S2. Unfortunately, current quantitative TEM EDS work has focused mostly on oxide materials including SrTiO~3~, and it remains to be seen how delocalization affects the EDS signal in metallic specimens. Similar issues may exist in APT analysis, as noted in the Supplementary Materials. However, simulations have shown that although these artifacts may result in an incorrect measurement of the thickness of the SISF, it should not significantly degrade composition measurements ([@R25]). Although full simulations of both the TEM and APT analyses are required for rigorous composition analysis, the results shown here demonstrate a size dependence on the equilibrium composition within the faults and nanophases.

Without the high-resolution STEM information on local structure, these defects in the APT specimen could not be rigorously determined. Furthermore, the middle planar phase in the APT reconstruction exhibited segregation behavior similar to that of the Co~3~W lath from the STEM EDS analysis, but the thickness of the middle APT phase was significantly smaller than that of the Co~3~W lath from the STEM EDS data set. It is unclear whether this phase is a thin Co~3~W lath or a superlattice extrinsic stacking fault consisting of five atomic layers of D0~24~ structure, which has been shown to exhibit similar segregation characteristics to the SISFs ([@R26]). The mismatch between the compositions at the SISFs and the Co~3~W-like phase from the APT results reveals that, despite exhibiting identical crystal structures, the equilibrium concentration of solute at the SISFs is significantly less than the concentration of W and Ta in the thermodynamically equilibrated Co~3~W-(D0~19~) phase. Differences in composition between the two phases cannot be due to the differences in the chemical reservoir because the local stress state and thermodynamic boundary conditions are identical between the two phases. Furthermore, the agreement between the STEM and APT chemical profiles suggests that the measured segregation profiles are not strongly influenced by any artifacts of the techniques, as discussed above.

Currently, it is unknown whether the equilibrium concentration of the SISF can be predicted. Predicting the equilibrium composition at the SISF would enable predictions to be made of the planar defect energy of the SISF. Previous research revealed that segregation of W and Ta to SISFs significantly decreases the SISF energy ([@R26]). This reduction, in turn, decreases the shear stress required for γ′ precipitate shearing and affects the high-temperature strength by enabling γ′ shearing at elevated temperatures ([@R26]). Thus, predicting the equilibrium SISF composition will aid in predicting the mechanical properties of these alloys. Analysis of the local composition of the SISF will now be made in the context of current thermodynamic models for nanoscale phases.

First-principles modeling
-------------------------

Multiphase equilibrium is determined by the equality of the chemical potentials of the mobile species. This equilibrium criterion in alloys is equivalent to the well-known common tangent construction in which the (hyper) plane that is simultaneously tangent to the free energies of the coexisting phases determines their equilibrium atomic fractions. In contrast, segregation at stacking faults is dictated by the Suzuki criterion, which requires an equality of chemical potential differences. This equilibrium criterion arises from the constraint that segregation occurs at the expense of other atoms at the stacking fault while keeping the size of the stacking fault fixed. Because the Co concentration within the γ′ and Co~3~W phases remains close to 75 at %, we can analyze the various equilibrium criteria along a pseudobinary Co~3~Al-Co~3~W composition axis. The Suzuki segregation criterion then reduces to$${\left( \frac{\partial\mathit{g}\gamma\prime\left( \mathit{c}_{W}^{\chi} \right)}{\partial\mathit{c}_{W}^{\chi}} \right)|}_{\mathit{c}_{\gamma\prime},\mathit{N}} = {\left( \frac{\partial\mathit{g}\chi\left( \mathit{c}_{W}^{\chi} \right)}{\partial\mathit{c}_{W}^{\chi}} \right)|}_{\mathit{c}_{\chi},\mathit{N}}$$where *g*^i^ is the Gibbs free energy per atom of the γ′ and χ-(SISF/Co~3~W) phases, $c_{W}^{i}$ is the W concentration in the γ′ or χ-(SISF/Co~3~W) phase, and *c*~i~ is the equilibrium composition of the γ′ or χ phase. Because both the SISF and Co~3~W phases exhibit an identical crystal structure (D0~19~), a common approximation in the application of the Suzuki criterion is to use the bulk free energy to predict segregation at the stacking fault (see the Supplementary Materials and Eq. 1). The derivatives are taken, keeping the Co concentration constant. Thus, for a known composition of γ′, the slope of the Gibbs free energy curve (or equivalently, exchange potential) may be determined and matched to the equivalent slope on the χ-(SISF/Co~3~W) phase Gibbs free energy curve, which is located at the SISF equilibrium composition.

We calculated the bulk free energies of L1~2~ and D0~19~ along the pseudobinary Co~3~Al-Co~3~W composition axis by combining a first-principles parameterized cluster expansion with grand canonical Monte Carlo simulations (see the Supplementary Materials and figs. S3 and S4 for more information). Contributions to the free energy from vibrational excitations were calculated within the quasi-harmonic approximation, as described by Rhein *et al*. ([@R27]). First-principles density functional theory calculations were performed with VASP (see the Supplementary Materials) ([@R28]--[@R32]), whereas the construction of the cluster expansion, the Monte Carlo simulations, and the phonon calculations were performed with CASM (see the Supplementary Materials) ([@R33]--[@R36]).

[Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} shows the calculated free energies of the L1~2~ and D0~19~ phases at 900°C (the experimental test temperature). The L1~2~ phase exhibits a tendency for W and Al to form a solid solution over the minority L1~2~ sublattice along the Co~3~Al-Co~3~W pseudobinary composition axis, whereas D0~19~ is predicted to phase-separate along the same pseudobinary. At low Al compositions, L1~2~ has a lower free energy than D0~19~, but it is not globally stable and is predicted to decompose into a Co-rich phase and a B2 CoAl compound ([@R27]). However, for W-rich concentrations, [Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"} suggests that a two-phase region should exist between the L1~2~ and D0~19~ phases, as determined by the common tangent construction along the pseudobinary composition axis. The common tangent construction predicts that the composition of D0~19~, when in equilibrium with L1~2~, should be close to that of stoichiometric Co~3~W, having a negligible Al concentration. This prediction is consistent with the experimental composition in the 35--atomic-layer--thick D0~19~ laths coherently embedded within L1~2~ ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that bulk thermodynamics remains accurate even for thin laths that are 35 atomic layers thick.

![First-principles calculations of the D0~19~ and L1~2~ phases.\
(**A**) Gibbs free energies of the D0~19~ and L1~2~ structures at 900°C with the common tangent construction. The L1~2~ structure is predicted to be stable from 0 to 20 at % W, and the Co~3~W phase is predicted to be stable from 20 to 25 at % W. (**B**) Gibbs free energies of the D0~19~ and L1~2~ structures at 900°C with the Suzuki segregation criterion from [Eq. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"} satisfied. It is represented by the two compositions: *c*~L12~ = Co-11Al-14W (at %) and *c*~D019~ = Co-1Al-24W (at %).](1601796-F3){#F3}

Application of the Suzuki criterion using bulk free energies to estimate the concentration along the SISF leads to a concentration that is very similar to that obtained with the common tangent construction. This is shown graphically in [Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, where a tangent to the free energy of D0~19~ has the same slope as the tangent to L1~2~ at its experimental bulk concentration of Co~0.75~Al~0.11~W~0.14~. The predicted Suzuki concentration in the SISF when using the bulk free energy for D0~19~ is close to 24 at %, a value that is substantially higher than that observed experimentally in the SISF. This shows a clear breakdown of bulk thermodynamics for SISFs and, by extension, for phases that are only a few atomic layers thick.

To account for the broken symmetries due to the nanoscale thickness of the SISF, we explicitly performed a statistical mechanics study of a periodic 32-atom L1~2~ supercell containing a SISF, as shown in [Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. A cluster expansion Hamiltonian was parameterized from first principles for all the non-Co sites of the supercell and subjected to Monte Carlo simulations to predict the equilibrium concentrations along a SISF embedded within an L1~2~ phase.

![Direct atomistic simulation of the equilibrium stacking fault composition.\
(**A**) L1~2~ + D0~19~ supercell ([@R48]). (**B**) (Inset) Average concentration for each sublattice site (colored) as a function of the average L1~2~ composition determined from the L1~2~ layers in the 32-atom supercell. For W-rich L1~2~ compositions, the average composition within the SISF is higher, as shown by the dashed gray lines located at the γ′ composition of Co-11Al-14W (at %).](1601796-F4){#F4}

[Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} shows the calculated sublattice site composition of the SISF as a function of the average L1~2~ composition at 900°C. As shown by the dashed lines in [Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, an average L1~2~ composition of Co~0.75~Al~0.11~W~0.14~ will be accompanied by an average composition in the SISF that is predicted to be 21 at % W. This value is smaller than that predicted using the bulk free energy for D0~19~ to approximate the thermodynamic properties of the SISF, and it is in agreement with the experimentally measured segregation concentration along the SISF.

DISCUSSION
==========

It has long been known that the thermodynamic properties of a material can change markedly as it is scaled to nanometer dimensions. Nevertheless, quantifying these changes experimentally has proved challenging due to difficulties in controlling particle shape and size as well as thermal and chemical reservoirs that impose thermodynamic boundary conditions. A unique, coherent, multiphase equilibrium in the Co-Al-W ternary (with dilute Ta additions) has allowed us to create highly idealized D0~19~ plate--like precipitates that have thicknesses that range from 4 to 35 atomic layers, which are coherently embedded within L1~2~ precipitates. The thicker D0~19~ plates emerged through decomposition reactions, whereas the 4--atomic-layer--thick plates of D0~19~ were generated through plastic deformation that causes shearing of the L1~2~ intermetallic phase. This shearing creates SISFs that are less than a nanometer thick but thousands of atomic layers in length.

The SISFs form in the vicinity of and parallel to the thicker D0~19~ plates, ensuring not only that the different precipitates reside in an identical chemical reservoir but also that they have very similar mechanical boundary conditions. Using emerging imaging and spectroscopy approaches complemented with first-principles computations, we could quantitatively assess the thermodynamic driving forces and changes in the degree of segregation as a function of size. The experimental and theoretical results above conclusively demonstrate that (i) the equilibrium composition of SISFs in a γ′-(L1~2~) precipitate is not equal to the equilibrium composition of the bulk Co~3~W phase of the same crystal structure and (ii) the equilibrium composition of the SISF is more accurately predicted using direct, atomistic simulations of a SISF embedded in a host γ′ matrix as opposed to using bulk free energy descriptions in the context of the Suzuki equilibrium criterion.

The difference in equilibrium compositions between the SISF and the thicker plates of Co~3~W-(D0~19~) is perhaps not surprising when considering that the SISF is only 4 atomic layers thick and is not a bulk phase. The finite thickness of the SISF means that interactions between second nearest neighbors (on the Al and W sublattice) located in the SISF and adjacent L1~2~ matrix are possible. This is corroborated by inspection of the clusters incorporated in the cluster expansion for the L1~2~ + D0~19~ supercell, whereby 3 of the 11 multiplet clusters contain interactions between the D0~19~ and L1~2~ portions of the supercell---interactions that are not present in either of the bulk phase cluster expansions. In this context, it is possible to rationalize the lower W concentration within the SISF (that is, the 4--atomic-layer--thick D0~19~ phase) as compared to that in the 35--atomic-layer--thick D0~19~ lath by inspection of the bulk free energies of L1~2~ and D0~19~. Because atoms within the SISF sample not only the hexagonal close-packed environment of the D0~19~ structure but also the cubic environment of L1~2~ through second nearest-neighbor interactions, the W concentration in the SISF is a compromise between the high value of bulk D0~19~ and the lower value of bulk L1~2~.

Despite the difference in compositions between the SISF and bulk D0~19~ phases, segregation of W and Ta even in small concentrations significantly reduces the SISF energy inside the γ′ phase ([@R26]). The reduction in SISF energy assists the dislocation shearing process, whereby the critical stress for γ′ shearing is well known to decrease linearly with decreasing SISF or, more generally, planar defect energy ([@R37]). Compression tests conducted at 900°C at a strain rate of 10^−4^ s^−1^ revealed segregation at SISFs, as shown in fig. S5. Therefore, we believe that the process of segregation occurs quickly over these small length scales at elevated temperatures. This suggests that the diffusion of elements near SISFs is not the rate-limiting step for plastic deformation, but instead, the SISF energy quickly decreases and therefore enables the leading dislocation to shear the γ′ phase under a lower applied stress.

The decrease in the stress required for γ′ shearing is not necessarily detrimental to high-temperature creep strength because the formation of very stable coherent boundaries, such as the SISFs investigated here, have been shown to provide strength benefits in other material systems ([@R38]). Hence, segregation at SISFs serves to increase the susceptibility of SISF formation and therefore likely increases the strength of the alloys during high-temperature creep by the aforementioned mechanism.

CONCLUSIONS
===========

High-resolution STEM HAADF imaging, EDS mapping, and APT revealed solute segregation in the vicinity of plasticity-induced SISFs. Solute segregation at SISFs was consistent with a change in composition from the host γ′ phase toward the thermodynamically stable Co~3~W bulk phase. However, the equilibrium composition of the nanoscaled SISFs was not observed to be identical to that of the bulk Co~3~W phase, despite the two phases exhibiting identical crystal structures. First-principles calculations incorporating ground-state formation energies, Monte Carlo simulations, and temperature-dependent phonon energetics using bulk free energies ([Eq. 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"}) qualitatively predict a change in composition toward the bulk Co~3~W phase but fail to reproduce experimental observations quantitatively. Instead, a statistical mechanics treatment of an explicit SISF coherently embedded in an L1~2~ matrix predicted segregation tendencies in better conformity with experiment. These high-resolution imaging, spectroscopy, and tomography experiments coupled with first-principles simulations conclusively demonstrate a breakdown of bulk thermodynamics at the nanoscale level despite the presence of an identical chemical reservoir surrounding both the nanoscale and bulk phases in question.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

A single-crystal composition of Co-8.8Al-9.8W-2.0Ta (at %) was grown via the single-crystal Bridgman process. This alloy design builds on a model Co-Al-W ternary alloy whose composition has been previously shown to exhibit both the γ and γ′ phases ([@R15]). After crystal growth, subsequent material heat treatments yielded the structure shown in [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. In addition to the γ matrix and γ′ precipitates, there was a small volume fraction of the Co~3~W-(D0~19~) phase, which is in equilibrium with the γ′ phase at elevated temperatures ([@R16]).

To form nanoscale SISFs within the γ′ blocks, the material was plastically deformed under tension at 900°C (Supplementary Materials). The deformed structure was investigated using high-resolution STEM on an FEI Titan STEM equipped with a Super-X EDS system, which consisted of four radially positioned silicon drift detectors. This system was used for EDS mapping of nanoscale defects and is described in further detail in previous works ([@R17]--[@R19]). The EDS signal was quantified using the built-in Cliff-Lorimer TEM analysis housed in the ESPRIT software. Additional nanoscale composition analysis was conducted by APT (Supplementary Materials) ([@R20]). APT was carried out in voltage evaporation mode using Cameca 3000X at a voltage pulse amplitude of 20% of the standing dc voltage, a target evaporation rate of 0.40%, and a temperature of approximately 50 K. The APT experiment and reconstruction are further described in detail in the Supplementary Materials.

Supplementary Material
======================
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